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About the symposium

• Aims

• Participants

• Supporters

The small print: This public meeting aims to share a preliminary view of the key 
findings identified by our expert participants, to enable discussion by the 
community: These are not necessarily endorsed by our sponsors and partners, nor 
are they even necessarily CNC’s final recommendations.



Some key 
findings



“Start now and tackle everything”

And global equity demands that we do more than this…



“Start now 
and tackle 
everything”



Create a well 
resourced climate 
commission to 
develop a local 
“roadmap”, advise 
on priorities, track 
progress & involve 
everyone.

Leeds climate commission’s road map to net zero

Treat it like an emergency



We can transform our energy systems for free



Construction of each home:
• Timber                  : - 20 T Co2 
• Concrete & steel : + 20T Co2

“Modern Methods of Construction” allow 
virtually zero carbon homes at no extra cost.



But our councils have been 
handicapped…..

Restricted planning powers:

• No longer allowed to require the highest energy 
efficiency standards

• Some ambiguity over what is permitted…

Housing market becoming biased in favour of major 
developers?

• Councils need developers’ “contributions”

• Councils (rightly) afraid of costs of legal action

• Critical shortage of planning and enforcement staff.

“we want planning 
policy statement 1 

supplement on 
climate change 

reinstated”

They need the help of community minded people.



i.e. “current 
building 

regs”

Recommended for Greater Cambridge Local Plan 

pay to offset remainder



Councils have a legal duty for Local Plans 
to be “in line” with the requirements of the 
Climate Act

• If they’re not, they 

can (and soon 

will) be legally 

challenged 

James Thornton and  Alan Andrews of Client Earth



To summarise

As community minded people, that want to 
accelerate the transition to Net Zero, I think 
we have to engage in the planning process:

• get the highest possible standards into 
our forthcoming Local Plan, eg

• Require “zero carbon” homes (as in 
Reading)

• Encourage Modern Methods of 
Construction (hence reducing costs)

• encourage effective enforcement 

• Stop “bad” developers cheating home 
buyers.

• Be fair to “good” developers.

• support councils in calling for a 
restoration of their planning powers

See our website 
https://carbonneutralcambridge.org
/events/zero-carbon-futures/
for all ZCF presentations, and our 
report (due for publication Aug ‘19)

https://carbonneutralcambridge.org/events/zero-carbon-futures/

